2018 UBIT Student Experience Survey
Type: Standard Report
Date: 11/6/2018
Time Zone in which Dates/Times Appear: (UTC-05:00) Bogota, Lima, Quito, Rio Branco
Total number of responses collected: 2958

1. What is your class standing?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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Created using EFM

2. In which UB College or School are you enrolled?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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3. Where do you live?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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4. Which residence hall or on-campus apartment do you live in?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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5. Please indicate which of the following devices you have used since the beginning of the semester. (Select
all that apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

5. Please indicate which of the following devices you have used since the beginning of the semester. (Select
all that apply.)
Response
JBL Xtreme Bluetooth Speaker, Mpow H7
Smart plug, printer
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Smart switch
Wide variety of freaky devices in my house including vr headset with its own built in screen (Android based), etc
ipod
Projecter
bluetooth speaker
Speaker
Apple Pencil
Apple watch
Wireless headphones, wireless speaker
A smart lamp
iPod touch
Kindle Paperwhite
TV
wemo switch
iPhone
Tv
iPod Touch
kindle
Macbook
my flip phone
Valid Responses
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22

Total Responses

Created using EFM

2843

6. Please indicate which devices you primarily use for the following activities:
(Respondents could only choose a single response for each topic)
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Additional comments.
Response
Smart TV for streaming
notetaking - hand written
gaming - n/a
audio/streaming - tv
dining dollars - n/a
Television
Notebook and handwriting
I don't use electronic devices for notetaking.
Xbox
Notetaking: Notebooks and Pen or Pencil
Smart TV
Hand write class notes
I do not participate in the other things
I like to hand write my notes
notebook
I take notes by hand
No device for note taking, Checking weather and forecast.
Take notes with pen and paper, I use a PS4 and xbox one for gaming, and I use my laptop for scientific computing.
My xbox 360
gaming systems.
All "other" = does not apply
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shopping
note taking done by hand
I often take notes in class by hand in a notebook.
notebook
roku for video streaming
xbox
I take notes using my notebook.
Paper
Use pen and paper for glass, usually don't game
I write notes. I go to 1Capen for adding campus cash
Notetaking during class--> Pen and paper
Use paper and pen for note taking, use gaming devices for gaming (Wii, Nintendo Switch)
When I take notes I hand write them.
written notes
I mostly write my notes in class
I use a firestick and TV for movies, videos, shows, etc
For taking notes I use paper and pen.
Watch movies and shows on television
Use home console
Video streaming- firestick, gaming- xbox one
I use a PS4 for gaming
Notebook for in class notes
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Take notes by hand, use tv for gaming with ps 4
I still take notes with a pen and paper.
I use my firestick for streaming
I don’t game. I take notes by writing it on paper
Online student so some items don’t apply to me, such as note taking during class
Notebook Personal
Paper
I use the Amazon fire stick for streaming
xbox one
Other denotes PlayStation 4
For note taking, I do handwritten notes in a notebook. It is easier for me. For web browsing and visiting MYUB or
other UB Websites, I use my phone and laptop equally, so I think that questions need to be changed. I cannot
select both. For using social media, again, both laptop and phone equally. For gaming, my consoles and phone
equally. For audio/video streaming, I use both my phone and gaming consoles - Phone for music, gaming
consoles for streaming. You need to reconsider that people may use multiple devices, possibly add a section that
says "Combination - Please Specify" or "Multiple Devices - Please Specify".
When I add campus cash or dining dollars to my UB Card, I go directly to the card office as well. I do not like
loading a card with money online, it does not feel secure.
Print outs
I take written notes
by hand
I do not take notes on a device
I do not game.
No gaming and stream with fire stick tv
I use notebook for notes.
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In class clickers
Audio/Video streaming (smartTV)
Good old fashioned notebook
Smart TV
Xbox for gaming
Amazon fire TV stick for audio/video streaming
Checking email
I use a notebook for note taking primarily
I hand write notes in a notebook, and I am not really a big gamer. For the most part I am attached to my laptop
more than anything else
On paper
I use pen and paper to take down notes
Use a paper notebook for actual notetaking.
For all of the 'other' options I selected the answer is I don't.
I use a regular notebook to take notes in class and I use my Xbox to play games
Streaming is via smart TV
I use paper for note taking in class.
Note taking on paper
Pen and paper
I take notes with a pen and paper.
use a notebook for note taking
paper notepads
Notebook or dont
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Xbox, TV
Apple TV
I don't find out about UB events other than emails I receive on my phone. I never add money other than tuition
money to my account, which I only so in person at 1capen with a paper check.
I take notes on paper
Note-taking in class using pen and paper
Don't use electronics to take notes
Game systems/chrome cast for streaming
I use a notebook and pen for taking notes. I use a playstation for gaming.
Audio/Video streaming I used Roku for.
Notes: paper pencil
Games: ps4
notebook
N/A
I use paper for note taking
I take physical notes, in a notebook.
Smart tv
Notebook
do not game
i dont do gaming
I take notes on paper
books, counter
I hand write my notes.
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Notebook and pen
xbox and wii for gaming
Gaming - Xbox
Streaming - Smart TV
I do not use any computers or smartphones for note taking. Use notebooks.
For notetaking, I still use pen and pencil
For notetaking: none, pencil+paper
Note taking in pen and paper, don’t play games
I write on paper for notes
I use my phone for most things on campus because the WiFi on my laptop is slower than the cellular data on my
phone
I write my notes in a notebook. I don't use technology for my notes unless it is to take a quick picture.
In class, I take down notes in a notebook.
I do not use any technology to write my notes... I take them by hand in a notebook
m
I take notes on paper. I watch TV on my Roku
I use my laptop a lot. I also play video games on the ps4.
Take notes on paper, game on xbox, stream movies on xbox
PS4-Gaming
For in class notes I print out the lectures before hand. I am Running out of printing money which is why I’m taking
this survey for $25
I notetake by writing.
Notebook
other = N/A
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I do my notetaking on actual paper note printouts
paper
Gaming on a console.
Lab reports and experiments online
I usually use my Notebook for taking handwritten Notes during class.
No technology in class for taking notes. Do not game on any of listed devices.
Pencil and paper
I don’t game and I take notes by hand in class.
Notetaking during class: notebook and pen
Gaming: Xbox
I hand write all my notes
I take handwritten notes
for notetaking, I usually print out the lecture slides and write on them or I take notes in a notebook.
I only take notes by hand on paper
N/A
I use notebooks and writing utensils to take notes in class. I don't play video games during the semester. I don't
use dining dollars or campus cash but I use my iPhone to look up dining options
Take notes by hand.
Xbox
I handwrite notes
Paper note taking
I don’t use campus cash
PS4 for gaming
I use my notebook for taking notes in class.
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Xbox and TV for streaming
I take notes in a notebook.
I don't game and I take notes in notebooks.
Printing
I take notes in a notebook during class.
I usage a PS4 for gaming and an amazon fire stick for streaming movies
Notebook and pen
Use notebook to take notes in class
University owned workstation computer
Paper and pen
Ps4
printing
i dont use dining dollars
I use only notebooks for note taking
I take notes on paper
Paper notes and Playstation 4
I don’t take notes on device- I use pencil and paper
PS4
Gaming-3ds
Printing
using a notebook to take notes
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Also use UB sites on my iPhone. Please fix UBLearns on iOS, it is barely usable.
I do not use on campus dining. I use Roku to stream movies and television.
Pretty much everything
Pen and paper
TV for Audio/Video streaming (movies, TV shows, podcasts)
Note taking: Notebook (paper)
I use a notebook and pencil/pen to take notes in class.
Printed notes
Sketchbook
Note taking - no devices are permitted. Pen/paper
Gaming - N/A
I hand write all of my notes
Coding
gaming-consoles
audio/streaming-tv/roku
I use an Xbox for gaming but I haven't used it in over a year and didn't bring it to campus
Other Uses: Printing, Communicating
Other Devices: Pen and Paper
I use the public computers if I am in a rush to complete homework and need to print the homework after it is
finished.
printing
Notebook
Gaming: console
DD: dont use dining dollars
Use a notebook to take notes in class.
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I take notes on paper and game on my Xbox 1
I do not game
i have an xbox one I use for most of my streaming services
Note taking by hand always
Notebooks, Don't play games, Series/Movies/Songs
notetaking with pen and paper
Note taking done on paper not on a device
I use the printed out notes
hand written notes, stream on tv
Fire tv stick for streaming
Xbox One
Social Media
I use my notebooks for taking notes.
notebook for note taking
use ps4/xbox 360 on tv for most entertainment
I use paper notebooks for taking notes in class and primarily an Xbox one for gaming
No devices used for note taking, gaming primarily done with gaming device
I take physical notes during class
Notebook
I take notes on paper
Taking notes in class-notebook and pen/pencil
Audio streaming/movies-Xbox (Netflix, YouTube or Twitch)
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Pen and paper for note taking, no social media
i do not use campus cash
Other as in just regular notebooks. I take all my notes in notebooks.
Printing
Email
I use notebook for taking notes.
i take physical notes
Don't use dining dollars/campus cash
I take notes using a notebook. I use my Xbox 360 to play games.
Take notes with paper and pen
Notebook
Everything else
I use public computers to print out a lot of my assignments.
Notetaking during class: pencil and paper, electronic devices are too distracting for this
UB Bus schedule
use physical notebook for notes
I don't play games. I watch videoes, movies, and TV shows using chromecast which connect with my smart TV.
Smart TV
Take notes by hand
Use Xbox one for streaming
Other things such as doing projects
I take notes in my notebook usually during class.
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Printing
Notebook for notetajing
Xbox for gaming
Firetv stick for streaming
Notetaking: paper
I use paper for taking notes in class.
I generally don't look up dining options on campus.
Printing
I take notes on paper
note taking done with pen and paper. Gaming on the xbox console
I use my notebook to take notes in class
I use a notebook to take my notes, i do not game, and i do not add campus cash or dining dollars to my UB id
Gaming on PS4, tv shows and movies on PS4 or Fire Stick
Notes: notebook
I take notes by hand
I take notes b hand
I do not game or use social media
I do not use dining dollars or services
For notes: paper and pencil
Handwritten notes
Stream TV shows and movies from my smart TV.
I use paper for notes and homework
Xbox
TV
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Notepad and pen
Use SHHP computer lab desktops for MiniTab
I use notebooks in class, and don’t game.
notebook for note taking, gaming console for games
Very badly designed survey page, btw. Fixed scroller is not user centric design.
I take handwritten notes
do not participate in gaming
do not have any type of meal plan
When using outside
For class notes I only write them out by hand because I remember the material better that way.
ps4
I write my notes on paper and I use the computers at school for printing
I handwrite my notes.
I use my Xbox one for gaming and entertainment streaming
I take notes in a regular notebook and I game on console systems.
Notebook, I don't game, Amazon fire stick
handwritten notes
Notebook
Smart TV
PS4 for gaming.
I take notes using my notebook.
I don't game/use dining dollars
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Communication
n/a
gaming - xbox
Primarily use lab desktop computer for assignments/homework/websites/emails.
Do not use computers for notetaking.
Use phone for social media and quick Google searches
Do not play games.
Use TV for video streaming.
Only use the UB computers to print with Arch Planning print lab, since I can't from my laptop.
I use traditional pencil and paper for my notetaking because it helps me to learn the material better. And anything
else I do requiring technology I just use my phone for
paper and pen!
Notebook, PS4, TV
I don’t use a computer for note taking and I do not game
I use paper for my notes in class
smart tv
Notes: paper
Social media - none
I handwrite my notes in a notebook.
I add dining dollars etc at 1Capen.
Printing
Notebook
I write to take notes and I "game" on PS4
I take notes with pen and paper.
Assignments, booking tickets
Notebook
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Coding
Pen and paper, PS4/3DS
tv
SKYPE
I do my notetaking on a notebook.
Chromebook
playstation 4 for gaming
PlayStation for Gaming
I use a notebook and take handwritten notes for class
Personal Use
Take notes via paper
Smart TV
Note taking during lectures in old style notebooks
Smart TV
Note taking is a physical notebook and I don’t play games
For all work
Notes taken in class by notebook
I don't take notes
I don't use dining dollars/campus cash
Notebook for note taking
i use books to take notes in classes
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Use ps4 for gaming
Notebook and 3ds
I take notes with pencil and paper and I use my laptop for research. I don’t do any gaming.
I usually will print out the Powerpoints for notetaking and sometimes handwrite my notes in a notebook.
Writing Notes
I do everything on my MacBook
hand written notes
Xbox
Other = none
I take notes by hand and do not game
Amazon Fire stick for video streaming
Gaming: Xbox One, Audio/Video Streaming: Google ChromeCast.
Note taking: notebook
I mainly use pen and paper for notetaking during class. I use Desktop computer (in public computing sites) to
watch lectures for my online classes because the program the professor uses doesn't work on anything else that I
have.
Hand notes in class
I take paper notes
I dont buy dining dollars.
n/a
I use a notebook for notes and do personal stuff on my laptop
I use a pen and notebook for notes.
No social media
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I have a bank account.
I don't really use any device for note taking. I just use pencil and paper.
Xbox one for gaming
Gaming- PS4
I use traditional notebooks for note taking.
I don't look up dining options or add campus cash ever.
Ps4
Xbox
Xbox
taking notes in notebooks!
not using campus cash or so.
Notebook
Online shopping using iphone
Note taking: paper notebook
I use a notebook for note taking
Idk
Take notes on paper
Gaming is done on Nintendo 3DS
Nintendo Switch, smart tv
Handwrite notes
I hand write my notes
Take notes in class using book and pen
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Are use the school computer did run Lenix
Pen and paper for writing notes
i use a rocket notebook for note taking and it scans to my google drive, basically i take hand written notes.
email, facebook, top hat ect.
PS4
I take most my notes on paper... Call me ol"' fashioned but hey
Use Amazon Fire Stick for streaming movies/TV shows
Notebook for note taking during class.
Paper and pen
Note taking done on paper, gaming done on video game console
pencil and paper for notes
I take notes on paper, and i do not do any gaming.
Looking through photos, listening to music
Do not use campus cash or dining dollars
For gaming I perform this on my Playstation 4
I don't game, I don't have dining dollars. I take notes by hand
Hand writing notes
Note-taking with pen and paper
Use traditional note taking mostly
my laptop is my main daily driver
Notetaking: by hand
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Other "Others": Gaming console
N/A
Note taking: only use notebooks
Video streaming: xbox
Use pad and paper for notes. I do not add dining dollars to my account.
I take hand-written notes.
Xbox
Printing and Scanning documents
Playstation
i write my notes and play games on my ps4
1st "other" Pencil and Paper!!!
2nd "other" Netflix or Amazon Prime on Smart TV
Notebook
I don't do gaming and I hear about UB student activities either through a UB student/staff member or I see posters
around campus about it.
I take notes by hand in most classes. Sometimes I take notes in Word on my laptop.
Notebook and paper for notes, X Box for gaming
For notetaking during class, I prefer to take notes in my notebook
I write down notes in the old fashion way and my gaming is primary on my PS4 and less so on my laptop
I take notes by hand
Note-taking during class- pen and paper
Audio/Video streaming- TV/roku
I usually use just a notebook for taking notes because some of my professors don’t allow laptop use in class. I also
don’t have dining dollars or campus cash so that question doesn’t really apply to me.
pen and paper
I use my notebook for note taking not a device
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I use a pencil and paper to take notes in class.
I don't do gaming.
I don't use campus cash.
I don't do any other tech activities not listed.
i also stream on my tv using the firestick or apple tv or kindle fire
Use notebook for notes. Use Gaming console for gaming.
Use pen and paper for note taking
I take notes with a notebook.
I also mostly use the Cybrary computers for my printing needs.
I use a regular notebook for note-taking in class, and I don't do any gaming.
Write down notes in notebook
I use paper and pen for notetaking.
Notebook for taking notes
give me the gift card now
PS4
PS4
Paper and pen, Game console
I use my Xbox on the tv for games and I hand write notes
Notes in a notebook handwritten
This portion of the survey was really stupid - why didn't the columns autofill with the devices I selected previously?
Also, it stupidly made me scroll to view all columns except for the first two. Make your surveys easier to take, and
don't trust that everyone scrolled to view all the columns for this question... i know i picked the easiest answer, not
necessarily the correct one.
Console
Gaming: Xbox
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Game console
Reading
notebook, ps4
I take notes on paper in class and do not play computer games
For note taking, I typically write down notes with a paper and pen. For streaming movies and TV shows, I usually
watch them on my TV at home through Netflix, etc
I take notes with pen and a notebook during class
Have a iPhone and a android phone and a blackberry classic and 2 windows laptop, 1 MacBook and 1
Chromebook.
I prefer using the computers in the capen library for most of my work and web browsing becasue they prompt a
working space. Despite the few times they go off abruptly, they are still convienent in use. For smaller tasks my
phone is good enough for.
N/A
1. Notebook
2. Xbox
3. I don't
I take notes on paper
Note taking on paper
Knowing where buildings are if I already didn’t know
Practically everything
Notebook for note taking
I take notes on paper. I hate typing notes in class.
I usually create exam cheat-sheets on my laptop.
Used to email others
I've never used campus cash or dining dollars.
Xbox for gaming
For note taking, I usually print then handwrite class notes. For gaming, I usually use a PlayStation or Xbox.
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For note taking old pen and paper
Use pen and paper to take notes;don't game; use a television to watch stuff with FireStick
Notebooks
I don't use technology for note-taking in class
Regular note book
Work.
Xbox One Console
Software development and virtual machine interactions
I do not use electronics for note-taking. I use pen and paper. I use the desktops on campus to do most of my class
work.
Anything that I selected “other” for are activities that I don’t participate in (ex. gaming, adding campus cash)
Comments stated other are either not in use or handwritten.
I don't game. Also I am a transfer student and I have no idea where I can find out info on activities and events. I
usually find them on bulletin boards, but would like to receive emails.
I write my notes by hand. For gaming I play on consoles and my personal computer (both laptop and desktop).
Notebook for note taking
Note taking is most optimal on paper using handwritten techniques
Hand note taking.
Any misc.
Pen and paper for taking notes.
Printing
Others = notebooks
Handwritten Notebook
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notebook
For notetaking during class I find it best to use a notebook and a personal laptop. I use an Xbox console for
gaming during spare time. (I do not have dining dollars or campus cash). I believe laptops are extremely vital for
college use.
Take notes by hand
Note taking is done via paper and pencil
Research
I usually write my notes in my notebook.
I use iPhone to look at the bus and shuttle schedules every time I go to creekside since my sister lives there
I use pen and paper to take notes in class.
Tv for movie and streaming shows and I manually take notes in class.
Pen and paper
N/A
Note taking
I take notes in classes in my sketchbook or notebook (some professors do not allow students to use laptops for
notes which is frustrating)
X-box and TV combination for Movies, TV, etc.
Xbox
Note Taking During Class: Hand-written
notebook
Take notes w pen and paper
I dont have dining dollars
Smart TV to stream movies
Gaming: Sony PS4
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Pen and paper
I usual game on my laptop, but some time on the Ps4 when I have time. I mainly watch TV shows on the Ps4.
I handwrite all notes taken during lectures.
note-taking is done with paper and pen (I use a smartpen that digitizes the written notes) - I would prefer to access
HUB from computer, but typically have login errors that don't occur when logging in from iPad. TV is through the
TV/Firestick, Audio is through the Echo
notebook, xbox one, none ( I don't have time for movies),
Notebook to take notes,
Other as in just regular day use
paper
When notetaking I use a notebook and a pen. I do not have much time to game. I use a tv or a desktop when
streaming audio and videos.
Gaming console or sometimes my laptop
I take notes in my notebook
Mainly play games on my Xbox
Stream with smart tv
I usually game on Xbox or Playstation
i use my laptop for mostly everything
I handwrite my notes, I don't play games, I don't add dining dollars, and I stream video on a TV.
Don't use any electronics for notetaking in class.
Handwritten notes
I take notes by hand on hard copy of professor's PowerPoint presentation; I don't game
Pen and paper for note taking
TV for streaming
Don’t use dining dollars
Notetaking during class I use a notebook.
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N/A
I selected other because I do not use any gaming systems and I do not usually add dining or campus cash.
I take notes in my notebook. I stream via my smart TV at home. Printing in campus computer.
Tv
notebook
pen and paper
pencils
Mostly iPhone
Pen paper
Gaming- I use xbox one
Xbox, Amazon Firestick
Notetaking: on paper
notebooks
The formatting of this question is pretty awful. I can't see all the options in the columns without scrolling back and
forth.
Gaming, I use PS4. To watch TV I have a personal TV. Other just random use on my android phone.
I take notes on paper, I game on PS4
use notebook
Looking up campus directions and ways to get around campus.
pen and paper, xbox
some not applicable. take notes in class in a notebook...
notetaking during class: notebook
Pen and paper for notes
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N/A
notebook, ps4, N/A
For notetaking I handwrite my notes.
note taking during class- good ol' pen and paper
adding dining dollars/campus cash- this does not apply to me
I take notes using paper and pencil, I usually find out about events via friends or posters
gaming console
I take notes with pen and paper
I play games with my xbox one
I hand write note during class
Na
Other were either written with pencil and paper or not applicable
I take my notes in a notebook, and watch tv shows on my tv.
I game on the Nintendo Switch and Xbox 360.
For audio and video streaming, I have a TV in my room that uses dish network along with other features such at
Netflix, Hulu, and Youtube.
I use TV and XBOX One
I usually take notes in a notebook or textbook. I game on my personal ps4. I usually stream on my Roku tv.
I take notes on paper.
Notebook for notes
NA
Party Gaming Nintendo Switch
Kindle
Print Rleasing
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Other was N/A for both
I take notes on paper, I follow multiple accounts on Instagram and other platforms to find out about events on
campus.
ps4
I take notes on paper
Haven’t added dining dollars
I don't game.
Can't think of anything else really
i use paper and pen for note taking
I hand-write notes.
use notebook to take down notes
Playstation
During class I take hand written notes on printed powerpoints and given documents. I find the desktops in
lockwood and capen are much easier to use than my own MacBook. Having most of the software needed for my
program already downloaded is such a time saver.
note taking by hand, others - not applicapable or in person
I take handwritten notes on paper.
Tv and Xbox one for gaming
Xbox, Smart TV
paper notes
Watch Movie on smart TV or Apple TV
Play games on PS4
Take notes in notebook-handwritten
gaming is from my Xbox One
NOtebook
paper and pen for notetaking
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paper, tv with gaming system or firestick
I hope you are enjoying your work on this survey. Have a great day. :)
I take notes in a spiral-bound notebook.
I take notes by hand.
I don't game.
I add dining in person
writing music
If the UB public computers were faster I would use them
xbox
Notetaking in class is handwritten using pen and paper
handwriting with notebooks
For audio/video streaming I primarily use my google chromecast
tv for gaming
I would take notes on schol public computers but they are not available
I take notes by hand in class no technology
1. I use paper for note taking
2. I don't know what you want here
Pen & paper notes.
I takes notes in a notebook with a pen during class.
other for printing
Notetaking, I use pen and notebook
Audio/Video streaming, I use my smart tv
I do not have dining dollars so that is not applicable
Notebook
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To take notes in class I use my notebook
Xbox One for gaming
I take notes on notepaper. I retain information better that way.
I do not use/have dining dollars or campus cash
Take notes by hand (many law classes prohibit the use of laptops)
I do not currently have campus cash
handwritten notes
I use my Xbox for Netflix/video streaming and gaming
I use pencil and paper for notetaking
Use consoles and tv
When Other (include in comments) These are nonapplicable.
I don't play any online games.
Gaming - not a PC gamer (use TV)
Video Streaming - Roku stick
I don't utilize dining dollars or campus cash ever, so it is not applicable to me.
Take notes on paper
I use pen & paper to take notes
I use a traditional notebook for note taking in class. For gaming, I don't use anything because I don't play games.
For audio/video streaming, I utilize a TV/Amazon Fire stick.
hi
Ps4
I don't game.
PS4
I use a piece of paper to take notes like any other sane being on this wretched planet
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I use my notebook for taking notes in my classes
Gaming: PS4
banking, emails
I use my notebook and my own hand to write down notes during class
I don't game
Notes - written
i use kindle for reading novels in my leisure time
thicc anime waifus
Notebook
For gaming I primarily use Xbox One
I don't do this/not applicable
Roku
i use a regular pen and notebook to take notes....
Notetaking: pen and paper
Gaming: Playstation 4
Streaming: Apple TV
Xbox
Don't use
Apple TV
I do not use any social media, therefore that question does not apply.
N/A
Most things are done on either my phone (like navigating or checking times for things) or my laptop. Also watch TV
on friend's TV sometimes
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Take notes by hand; don't game
taking notes - notebook
I use traditional pen-papers to take notes in class.
Notebook for taking notes, ps4 for watching tv shows and gaming
moniters
I never use my laptop, phone etc for notetaking in class, and I don't game.
I take notes in a notebook
pen and paper, or N/A
I do not use dining dollars or campus cash
Xbox
I use notebooks to take notes.
my professors do not allow laptops to be used in class for taking notes.
Gaming console
I don't "Game"
Do not engage in these activities.
I use my PS4 for gaming
take notes with good old fashioned pen and paper
printing on public computers
i don't really eat on campus unless its the commons.
Paper
Others: using my notebook and pen to take notes in class
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Notetaking during class is done in notebooks.
Printing
Print-outs.
xbox
Ps4
I prefer pencil and paper for note taking
I am not into gaming
I take notes in class via notebook
PS4
PS4 for gaming,
notes taken by hand in class
Research
xbox one
notetaking typically done on paper
handwrite notes
I use my smart tv for streaming
notes on paper
i use my a notebook to take notes
PlayStation 4
Smart TV
notes: handwritten
TV: actual tv (fire stick)
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I prefer to write my notes
Notebook
notebook
Use notebooks for note taking, use Xbox One for video streaming and gaming
I take notes with pen and paper
I use a pencil for notes and a ps4 for gaming
I use a pen and paper for note taking. The others do not apply to me.
note book
I handwrite my notes
I am not a gamer
I use UB computers for printing
N/A
notebooks
Pen and paper
I take notes by hand and use a fire stick to stream video.
TV
pen and paper, ps4
Printing
Xbox one for gaming. I don't use DD/CC.
I use pad and paper for note taking :)
PS4
i brought my wii
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I take notes on paper. And I game on my Nintendo 3DS.
Other is pen&paper
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Valid Responses

665

Total Responses

2725

7. What operating system is on the computer that you use the most?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)

7. What operating system is on the computer that you use the most?
Response
Linux
I use 2 laptops one with windows
macOS El Capitan (10.11.16)
Yosemite
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Dell
New MacOS
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Valid Responses

6

Total Responses

2698

8. Who provides your cell phone service?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)

8. Who provides your cell phone service?
Response
Mint
h2o
red pocket
H2O
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Mint
Cricket
H2O Wireless
Total wireless
consumer cellular
Republic wireless
Republic Wireless
Ultra
Consumer Cellular
Consumer cellular
H2O wireless
H2O
Ultra
ultra mobile
Ultra
H20
Ultramobile
Mint Mobile
ultra
Net10
Consumer Cellular
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ultra
Simple Mobile
Ultra Mobile
Mint
H2O wireless
Freedom Mobile
MintSim
TracFone
Ultra mobile
Red Pocket
Consumer Cellular
Mint
MINT
Mint (T-Mobile MVNO)
CTExcel
Ultra Mobile
Ultramobile
Mint Mobile
Project Fi
Simple Mobile
Rogers
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Cellcom (relic of Wisconsin)
Ultra
US Mobile (a T-Mobile reseller)
simple mobile
CT mobile
Net10
Consumer Cellular
Ultra mobile
Mint
I don't have cell service, just a cellular device
H2o
Simple Mobile
TPO
China Telecom
Starhub
Customer cellular
MINT mobile
CT-Mobile
ct-excel
Ultra mobile
Mint
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H2O Wireless
Republic Wireless
Bell
Consumer Cellular
Starhub
Simple Mobile
Total Wireless
CTExcel
CT-mobile
Simple mobile
Simple Mobile
w20
ultra
mintmobile
Simple Mobile
CTExcel
Consumer Cellular
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Valid Responses

84

Total Responses

2698

9. Please indicate your satisfaction with UB's Wi-Fi in each of the following locations.
(Respondents could only choose a single response for each topic)
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10. How many times this semester have you experienced a lost or "dropped" Wi-Fi connection?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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11. How do you connect to the Internet in your on-campus room?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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12. Have you set your security questions and registered your cell or non-UB email to reset your UBITName
password 24/7 at ubidm.buffalo.edu?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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13. Do you feel you receive adequate emergency alerts on campus (UB Alert/Rave)?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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14. Are you using the new UB (Rave) Guardian app?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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15. Why aren't you using the new UB (Rave) Guardian app?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)

15. Why aren't you using the new UB (Rave) Guardian app?
Response
No smartphone
I use another similar emergency app
Ambivalence
have never heard of it before
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No space in my phone
Not really applicable to online students
Didn’t know what it was.
It seems gimmicky and gives the University too much of my personal information. I'm an adult and can take care of
myself.
I don’t know what it is
have not heard of it
i tried looking it up in the play store, but it wasnt there
Forgot it was a thing
I don't like the idea that it can access my location
Not sure what it's for. Also, I don't party or drink.
online student, not on campus
never heard of it
What is this? I don't even know
I do not believe it is necessary for me.
Whats that
Find it interesting but
Doesn't seem like something I need living off campus
can't find it on android market
dont have room on my cell phone
Not enough room on my phone for more apps
I don’t have room on my phone
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No need rarely on campus
I dont know what it is
Don’t know what that is
Not on campus often
no need to at the moment, maybe in the future
Windows phone, no app?
I don't live on campus and only come once a week or so for one class (my other class is online)
Idk
I'm lazy
remote student
Creepy, feels too "police-state"-y
My camera on my phone doesn't work, and I wasn't able to find the app on apple store
I have a similar app for Sprint customers
haven't gotten around to seeing if it is useful
i dont know what it is
I dont rave or have friends that do that
I didn't care enough to download it.
i dont have a phone
I've never even heard of it until now
Kinda lazy to try it
the link does not work
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No space on my phone for the app
never heard of it
No Smartphone
h
never known about it
Too many apps - integrate it into the regular UB app
I don't own a smart phone or compatible tablet
i don't live on campus or spend much time on campus so i don't think its useful for me but i think its great for ppl on
campus!
i dont have a smartphone
I dont know what that is
I don't think I need it as of now
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Valid Responses

57

Total Responses

2368

16. From the list of services below, please indicate your level of satisfaction with each:
(Respondents could only choose a single response for each topic)
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17. In what ways would you like to use your smartphone or tablet in UB’s classrooms? (Select all that apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

17. In what ways would you like to use your smartphone or tablet in UB’s classrooms? (Select all that apply.)
Response
I would prefer not to need my
No smartphone
Browse memes, but apart from that I would want to use it less.
Notes
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Online student
Technology should not be used in class.
I do not want to use smart phones or tablets in classes.
I do know, it is applicable, but I don't care.
I would not like to use my smartphone or tablet for classroom purposes. I SHOULD NOT BE REQUIRED TO OWN
ONE TO BE A STUDENT AT UB.
Smartphones should not be used in class.
I have no desire to utilize these devices in class
none
None
Social media, Music
I wouldn't!
To reference online textbooks/ notes
Taking class notes on the go when traveling.
I
I actively do not want to use my smartphone in class.
If anything, I'd rather not rely too much on technology during class because it has the tendency to glitch or lose wifi
connection, which can inhibit my learning experience, eat up class time, and prevent me from properly submitting
assignments.
do not add requirements for cell devices. some people dont have them. I hate relying on mine. its nice as an option
sometimes but it should not be the goal to use this in class.
Produce drawings
I don't want smartphones or tablets implemented this way. It will make classes less accessible to those who can't
afford those devices.
My phone is not reliable
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To take photos / videos in labs to understand the process of certain experiments. Also to take pictures of notes on
boards in situations where there is not enough time to take down notes.
web surfing to know something I couldn't understand from lecture, or to search interesting concepts or things or
people who are mentioned in lecture, bookmarking important things
don't need to use my phone/tablet in class.
I don't attend classes. I am a TA and do not allow students to use mobile phones/smart phones during recitation
and lab mainly due to safety reasons (can't use mobile devices in chemistry labs).
casting projector onto screen closer to me that is easier to enlarge
Nothing
I would like to not use a smartphone or tablet in class. I hate those in class app requirements. They always don't
work, or the teacher does not give enough time so I get the answer wrong, when I would have gotten it right.
Most of my classes are discussion based therefore I'd rather not use my cellphone.
I don't wan to use my smartphone/tablet in class. I don't want other people to use them either, it's distracting and
allows for further distraction.
Accessing textbook and other class materials
None
As an architecture student I don't really need to use my phone in class
I use excel and powerpoint.
I would rather not have to use my smartphone during class - apps are often unreliable and more of a pain than
using a $10 clicker for a few classes
Unless the class is centered around phones or software, phones should NOT be used in class.
checking black board for due dates and grades
use pen and paper in class computers are a distraction
All professors should allow students to use laptops without the professor assuming they are doing something else
on it
Attendance
when my macbook pro is not work!
Valid Responses
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44

Total Responses

Created using EFM

2561

18. Have you ever used classroom response or "clicker" technology (Top Hat, UB Clicks/Turning
Technologies etc.) in your classes?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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19. Which classroom response or "clicker" tool do you prefer using?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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20. What have your instructors used classroom response systems or "clickers" for in the past? (Select all
that apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses for each topic)
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Additional comments. Additional comments.
Response
the iclicker technonolgy should have an app on smartphones that students can use so that they do not have to
purchase expensive iclicker devices.
graded in class questions
graded questions
clickers are expensive and unnecessary
Taking quizzes outside of class
Only used in one class many years ago so I don't remmeber
Not all my teachers take attendance because you can use top hat from anywhere and no one does in class
homework problems on clickers.
clickers are not that useful in class. i dont see the point
Most professors give paper tests
m
Extra Credit Questions
Graded questions part way through lecture about what we learned so far
I used Iclicker.
Surface laptop
I don't like these technologies because all it does is required me to purchase more items or subscriptions for class
when I'm already struggling to pay for everything else.
Pop quiz questions, and example practice questions
My professors have not used response systems or clickers.
Answering graded questions in class
The standalone clicker was used at my old school, and Top Hat was used here
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quick multiple choice questions per class for .5 points
I believe classroom response and clicker technology is inappropriate for use in classrooms. I disapprove of
professors doing this. For example, many professors do not allow enough response time.
Encourage the use of Piazza instead of Top hat, it's basically the same but FREE
I dislike paying for the clicker services.
Lecture notes in class
PHY 107 iclicker
Answering graded questions in class
Most work is done on the computer
Extra credit questions
Did not use for homework assignments
For question 19.: I don't prefer either, I find both of them intrusive, not helpful, and not worth paying extra money to
use.

Participation grade
participation questions
Grades assignments
Answering individual graded questions per lecture to check understanding
none
participation
I’m simply going to put this here because I don’t know where else I’ll get to say it. I hate the fact that we have to
pay a ludicrous amount of money to get a physical clicker or to get the technology to use our phones as clickers.
Make a standardized UB clicker system.
Please.
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In my chemistry class, we've been using an app called Chem101, where we answer questions--it's basically to get
a feel for our overall understanding of the material we've been learning about and also to take attendance.
I can't really think of any
In class, i would prefer using the phone responses to these instructions because its 2018. i believe we should
move from the older clicker system but however to favour other with phones that are not fast enough it is then
convininet.
I do not prefer "Clicker" I found them to be useless. (inconvenient, timewasting, uninformative)
Graded questions
Clickers are expensive and super stupid.
I dislike the randomness at which classes will use these software, especially since they both have cost-based
subscriptions that depend on how long you (unknowingly) intend to use them. We should either standardize on one
of them (or something else) or make them both cheaper (or cost-free) so that students don't end up wasting money
(either by purchasing multiple short-term subscriptions or a single long-term subscription and under- or overestimating their use of these tools respectively).
No online quizzes/tests, nor in class homework assignments. But graded participation, through answering
questions
Graded questions and surveys
graded questions
Graded clicker questions
my clicker experience referenced is from undergraduate classes taken 12-14 years ago
Participation, and graded questions in class
Graded questions to review work
Also graded questions during lecture.
Graded questions.
Top Hat always seemed a Melfunction in Dr. Jungquist’s class
We used TurningPoint in Gross Anatomy and preferred it to Top Hat.
I am never able to complete these tophat assignments because my lack of laptop/smartphone. My grade has
suffered as a result and students who are not present on campus get accounted for. I do have strong opinions
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about how this type of software is certainly not bettering the students or teaching self accountability.
I have not used any such services while at UB, only at Canisius College in 2009.
I don't like tophat because they don't have a free option. There has to be more options that this University can
utilize.
Graded in-class questions
N/A
taking audience poll for a change in class.
That last question was confusing. My instructor uses a projector and I follow along on my phone. Top HAt is
awesome and its a shame I had to wait until my last semester to use it
We should not have to pay for this resource!
Please encourage 1 system, it’s too costly for students to have 3 different homework systems just for one
semester
used for graded questions during lecture
Frequently lost points in class because there's no signal in knox and I couldn't send my clicker responses. Had to
screenshot everything and send it to the teacher to get my points back. Clickers are dumb.
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Valid Responses

66

Total Responses

1676

21. Have you used Panopto to watch recorded lectures yet?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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22. From the choices below, please rank order your preferred method of communication with the UBIT Help
Center for assistance with technology (with #1 being your first choice, #8 being your last).
Respondents were asked to rank their choice(s).
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23. Which of the following productivity software titles do you use for your studies or coursework at UB?
(Select all that apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

23. Which of the following productivity software titles do you use for your studies or coursework at UB?
(Select all that apply.)
Response
iCloud
Libreoffice, EndNote
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Whatsapp
Telegram
endnote
Sharelatex
All of these suck. I use AbiWord for Linux and speak to people physically.
Google Docs
Nebu
Zoom
Notability (application)
None
Apple iWorks (pages,numbers,keynote), notability
Notability
snapchat
None
LibreOffice, Overleaf
Top Hat
Pages
Rhino Adobe
LATEX
Good Notes
Binder Pro PDF editor
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vim, gcc, texstudio, libreoffice
stock reminders/calendar on iOS
Github
Eclipse, Clion, Virtualbox
GoodNotes4
Notability (better for macs)
Minitab
Pages
Google Docs
Whatsapp
Adobe suits
Rocketbook
Google Docs
pages keynotes
Scribe pen and software
Adobe
LaTeX, Mathematica
Image J, C++
Snapchat
mac productivity such as pages
don't use these
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chemdraw, MaesterNova, ACD Labs NMR Processor, OPUS Spectrum viewer, Mendeley
Autodesk, rhino, adobe
Adobe Creative cloud programs
Adobe Products (Photoshop, Illustrator, etc)
Eclipse
Adobe
google doc, slide
Graphpad, chemdraw, chemicalize
google drive
Asana
none of the above
mesquite
Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop
Notability (iPad app)
imessage
EndNote
MINITAB
Firefox, G-Chrom
Remind App as per Field Liason
WhatsApp
Notability, Liquidtext
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Google Docs
EndNote
Google Docs
skoller
Google Docs/Drive
apple pages
Notepad on OSX
Notability
Wechat
Adobe Premiere Pro / CC. Please put some funding toward this. It's very expensive for us and required for
media/art students.
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Valid Responses

75

Total Responses

2446

24. When using software on a mobile device, which do you prefer?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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25. UBIT is considering locations for new, self-service printing stations around campus. Please select only
your top five choices for where self-service printing should be made available.
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

25. UBIT is considering locations for new, self-service printing stations around campus. Please select only
your top five choices for where self-service printing should be made available.
Response
N/A-distance learner
another location on south campus that is not a dorm
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24/7 PRINTING IN ELLICOT RESIDENCE HALLS
Main floor of Sherman/Farber
Cooke or Hochstetter
Farber Hall
Farber
School of medicine
Bell Hall
Squire and Farber
NSC
Center for the Arts
Alumni Arena or CFA
Online student
Student Union
Remote learning
Davis
I dont use printing as an online student
Wende hall
Student Union
Student Union, Norton Hall, Davis Hall, Lockwood Library
There should not be self service printing. People would queue up there and make walking past them impossible
and drunk idiots would smash the machines.
Furnas
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Center for the arts
Crosby
KAPOOR HALL
Jacobs Management Center
Cooke Hall
Student Union
Kapoor Hall, Hayes Hall
Jacobs Management Center
Davis, Math Building
Jacobs
alumni arena
Student Union
Jacobs management center
Jacobs Management Center
I have a printer in my room
Wende Hall
Davis
Wendy hall south campus
Alumni Arena
Center for the arts
Cary or BME
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JSMBS
Davis
Basement of Squire Hall (student lounge)
CFA
Jacobs Center/Alfiero
Center for The Arts
Furnas, Jarvis, Davis, Bell
cfa
sears law library
CFA
Furnas (My office is in Furnas)
Cooke/Hoschstetter
Student Union
Squire Hall
Jacobs
Fronziack, Math Building
NSC
Davis Hall
Jacobs
Kapoor
Downtown locations
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Center for the arts
Bell Hall
Furnas
Kapoor Hall
Alumni Arena
Jacobs
Jacobs hall
Literally wouldn't work. A person is going to print a textbook during peak hours and kill the machine.
Student Union
Fillmore
Farber hall
Squire Hall
Clement Hall
Filmore
not really many good options here. all the good spots to put it in are usually very crowded like nsc, and other spots
are remote or too close to an already existing non self service printing center
medical school
Davis
Student Union
Student Union
N/A I have access in the mathematics building
Kapoor (South Campus)
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I go to the downtown campus
Fillmore building, or dining (near the store there)
Cfa
Residence Hall Lounges
Student Union
SU
Hochstetter Hall
Jacobs / Alfiero Center
Davis Hall
Student union
Student Union
Jacobs
Jacobs
Student Union
south lake
Bell Hall
Center for the Arts
JSMBS
Downtown campus JSMBS
Furnas Hall
ULCC
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Bell Hall (printer always seems to have problems in Bell 101)
CFA
Jacobs/Alfiero
Wilkeson for the Geography and Anthropology dept.
Jacobs School of Medicine
SU
NA
Wende
Bell Hall, Furnas Hall
In the business buildings, either Alfiero or Jacobs.
CFA
Davis Hall
this does not impact me at all so i'm not sure what people who would use this would want
Davis Hall, Furnas Hall
Blake center
Math building/Fronz
farber hall
There are currently no printing stations I know of in the major SEAS buildings like Davis, Furnas, or Jarvis.
Hochstetter and Cooke Hall
south campus only has availability in kimball towers where the printers do not always work and HSL so we need
more printing options on south.
Jacobs
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Furnas Hall
Jacobs
community locations for students who may not be able to access campus due to transportation concerns. maybe
set up a "UB satellite print site" at a public library.
SU
Health Sciences Library
Filmore Hall & Talbert
CFA,
Squire Hall
Davis
Wende Hall
farber
Kapoor Hall
Accessible in every building if possible
hochstetter
CFA
Goodyear Hall
Center for the Arts
Jacob's Management Center
there should be at least one self printing station in each academic building
farber hall
Davis Hall
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student union
Jacobs School of Management
Center For The Arts and Alumni Arena
Jacobs/Alfiero
Put one in Jacobs
Student Union
None. They're not necessary
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Valid Responses

156

Total Responses

2446

26. How did you find out that UB offers free software like MS Office and Symantec Endpoint Protection antivirus and firewall? (Select all that apply.)2018 advertisement in The Spectrum
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

26. How did you find out that UB offers free software like MS Office and Symantec Endpoint Protection antivirus and firewall? (Select all that apply.)2018 advertisement in The Spectrum
Response
Bus
Just googled it
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To do list on UB website for incoming dental students
Ublearns announcement
Advisor
My previous college did so I figured UB would as well
i looked it up myself
Looked on google
Email
My other college offered free software so I looked to see if ub did as well
Best Buy employee
I searched it up and I found out on the website
Email
link from ISSS email
Word of mouth
I researched on my own
older siblings who went to UB
I just google and find the information
employed at ubit
My old university used to provide them so I searched for free software which UB provides.
UB Bookstore
google
I’ve never seen this flyer
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At orientation
I googled it
Browsing buffalo.edu
Email
I assumed UB offered software like most self-respecting universities
My mom told me her uni offered software when she was in school, so I looked it up.
My previous school did
sister
Looked it up myself. Many universities provide these.
I don't remember
Flyer in lecture hall
I can't remember how I found out about it.
I googled it
Most schools do, so I googled it from UB's webpage
googling UB (software name)
SUNY
Most colleges have it, so I assumed UB would.
Family
friends
I figured
Exploration of my available resources - all students should be encouraged to do this.
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Knew from attending undergrad here
assumed because my last college did and this one cost more money
I found it on UB website on my own
Professor
The Website
Reddit
My friend knew and did it for me
I work for UBIT
I knew it because Stony Brook -my former school- also offered before.
I googled it
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Valid Responses

54

Total Responses

2428

27. How did you hear about Webex, UB's new tool for online meetings and collaboration? (Select all that
apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

27. How did you hear about Webex, UB's new tool for online meetings and collaboration? (Select all that
apply.)
Response
From Work
google search
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Work
Previous experience at work
My work had it
I research
From a UBIT staff member I work with
A coworker alumni
Past work experience
I work for UBIT
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Valid Responses

10

Total Responses

2428

28. What is your preferred method to be contacted about the following campus information?
(Respondents could only choose a single response for each topic)
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Additional comments.
Response
.
!or as big as this school is and the sheer number of people logging on and off of the wifi it is remarkable how few
issues I have keep up the good work! They say when something is broken people notice and complain but when
it's working as it should no one says anything. Well I'm saying good job!
I do not want housing information. Why is there not a "no" button. And for number 29: I prefer no social media???
Text is the most viable form of communication and the highest chance of students obtaining important information
once the printers weren't working this semester for 20 minutes and I was never notified.
Email is the most accesible and easily organized to receive any information from the university
Everyone has a phone and it's always on them. Use it
Text messaging are perfect for important things like school closing or bus delays that directly affects daily routine.
No social media please
Any kind of updates or news
General Announcement
Emails usually provide more information than a text and therefore more appropriate
Campus events
Anything else
Product Availability
none
give me the gift card please
The ones that I marked as preferred on a mobile device--it'd honestly work just fine for me to receive messages
about those through email, as well. I'm just more likely to check my phone for emergencies before I check my
email (though I check it pretty frequently)
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N/A
if something is of immediate concern to most students then it should be thru UBAlert or Text so everyone gets it
quick, but also email. For lower urgency things email should suffice.
UB events
If UBIT alerts relay all communication through texts it would be awesome but only critical and schedule breaking
emergencies or service or building shutdown should include that.
Events update
Technology gets invasive. I feel most comfortable limiting communication from the university to email.
I put 'twitter' for all things I don't want to hear about
Misc.
no other
just text me
Only method provided
I don't use social media (this is also why question 29 is blank).
class cancellation should be an alert via text. Nobody likes getting up for their 8 AM and class being cancelled.
Checking your email is not a priority early in the morning, especially when getting out of bed is so difficult in the
colder and darker months.
For mobile devices, there should be a quick glace option rather than have to sign in all the time as a lot of mobile
devices require to sign in every time and does not remember the login id, it becomes inconvenient in the moment
of a hurry.
For number 29 please note I have not used ANY of these social media for UB related things, but there's not an
option for that.
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Valid Responses

33

Total Responses

2403

29. Please tell us which social media channel you prefer to use most for the following:
(Respondents could only choose a single response for each topic)
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30. Which UB hashtags have you seen on social media this semester? (Select all that apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

30. Which UB hashtags have you seen on social media this semester? (Select all that apply.)
Response
I haven't seen any, I don't use social media.
#UBproblems
#FlyTheFlag
I don't use social media.
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None
I haven't seen any -I don't really use Twitter
none
I have not seen any and for that I am grateful.
I never use social media.
mmmm
N/A
#WhyNotTheBulls
#UBMBA
#hornsup
None
#khalihmackismydad
Besides Snapchat, I don’t use any other form of social media
None
#TrueBlue
none
none
#hornsup
#WhyNotTheBulls
I don't follow UB on any social media
Non
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I don't use twitter
None
#hornsup
#hornsup
#hornsup
I don't use Twitter
none
None. I do not use social media frequently.
UB2022
I don't have any social media (so question 30 didn't really apply to me, either)
i dont use social media except FB Messenger
don't use socail media
#UBengineer
Dont have most social media so none
#UBMBA
none
none
None of them.
none
none
UBMBA
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none
none
I don't go on social media
I don't use Social Media.
I haven't been paying attention to UB hashtags
#whynotus
#nipsup
none
#whynotthebulls?, #ubmarchingband
BoldlyBuffalo
I do not utilize social media
none
Do not use social media.
none
none
#gobulls
None
none
#ubsa
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Valid Responses

65

Total Responses

2403
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31. Do you use the on-campus cable service?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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32. Which UB-provided streaming service do you use on-campus? (Select all that apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)
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33. How would you prefer to receive UB's on-campus cable service?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)
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34. What assistive technology do you use, if any? (Select all that apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

34. What assistive technology do you use, if any? (Select all that apply.)
Response
Karasch captioning
Scribe pen and software
None of the above
what
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Valid Responses

4

Total Responses

2387

35. Have you experienced problems accessing the following with assistive technology? If so, how often?
(Respondents could only choose a single response for each topic)
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Additional comments.
Response
nothing useful is ever captioned. ever. captioning is slow to get off the ground for my online course material every
semester, is at times inaccurate, and annoying to get set up.
When I try to log onto my account at a library location. It will just stay in a black screen saying something about
"another port". I can't do my homework then. Also, sometimes it just logs me out for no reason and kicks me off for
hours at a time.
I don't think I understand the question, given some of the listed focus topics.
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Valid Responses

3

Total Responses

271

36. What would have made it easier for you to get started with Information Technology at UB? (Select all
that apply.)
(Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses)

36. What would have made it easier for you to get started with Information Technology at UB? (Select all
that apply.)
Response
not sure
nothing.
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organize tutorials of how to use the softwares , for example endnote
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Valid Responses

3

Total Responses

977

